
 

 
360° Griddle Cooking Center: $224.00 (CGWM-001) 
Experience 360° of Griddle Cooking Versatility! Whether you are cooking for a small crowd or a large party, 
the Cuisinart 360° Griddle Cooking Center will amaze any audience. Breakfast, lunch and dinner, the 22-inch 
diameter cooking center can handle it all! It features a 360° grease pan and rear grease cup, making for easy access 
and clean-up. The cooking center comes with a quick access paper towel holder. It also includes a stainless steel lid 
with an integrated vent, enhancing the features of a normal griddle! This lid creates versatility to steam, roast, 
smoke or warm! From eggs and pancakes to burgers or stir-fry, the Cuisinart 360° Griddle Cooking Center gives you 
the ability to explore your culinary creativity. 
 

 
3-in-1 Stainless Five Burner Gas Grill: $347.00 (GAS9556AS) 
Expand the culinary artistry of your breakfast, lunch and dinner fare with the cooking versatility of grilling, griddling 
and smoking on your Cuisinart 3-in-1 5 Burner Gas Grill. The ready to use cast iron griddle delivers quick and even 
cooking and can easily be stored on the side of the grill. The stainless-steel smoker tube uses pellets or wood chips 
and can infuse smoky flavor into any meal. Simply monitor the progress of your food without losing heat with the 
appliance grade viewing window. No matter the time of day, experience the cooking versatility that is the Cuisinart 
3-in-1 5 Burner Gas Grill. 
 



 
3 Piece Professional Tool Set: $19.99 (CGS-333) 
The Cuisinart 3 Piece Professional Tool Set turns any griller into a pro with high quality good looking tools. This set 
is constructed of durable stainless steel and rubber ergonomic grips. The Cuisinart logo is embossed proudly across 
the tools as a signature of quality and each tool is comfortably long enough to use safely at the grill without being 
bulky. This set includes a grill spatula, silicone tipped grill tongs and a grill spatula. 
 

 
Professional Portable Gas Grill: $179.00 (CGG-306) 
The Cuisinart Professional Portable Gas Grill delivers the performance of a full sized grill with the convenience of 
portability. This grill fires up with 10,000 BTUs of meat searing heat across 176 square inches of cooking space. 
With all of that power comes a lot of control as well. The one easily controllable burner allows you to sear meats at 
high temperatures and then lower the temperature to allow food to cook through. And the built in thermometer 
monitors the grill temp for you. The stainless finish will look as good at your home as it will on the road. And with 
an inner/protective liner in the lid, the beautiful steel look will look better and last longer. 
 

 



Petite Gourmet Portable Tabletop Gas Grill: $119.99 (CGG-180T) 
Get great grilled flavor every day from the compact, high-performance Cuisinart Petite Gourmet Gas Grill. Its small 
format can be put almost anywhere for ultimate convenience. And although the grill is compact, its ample cooking 
grate is large enough to cook most family meals - 8 steaks, 8 hamburgers, 6 - 10 chicken breasts, or over 4 lbs. of 
fish! The grill heats up very quickly, and uses far less gas than a full-sized grill. Best of all, with its great portability 
features this grill can cook your meals wherever you go - the beach, the game, the campsite - anywhere! Folding 
legs, grill lid latch, generous carry handle, and the spill resistant drip tray all enhance portability. 
 
 


